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(DBR007) BreakZhead - Goin On - Dusted Breaks Records 

In the world of electronic music Vyacheslav Kogan (Russia, Vladivostok) is known as BreakZhead. His
career as a musician started in 2003  
The first official release appeared in 2006  the compilation "Introducing. BreakZhead" was released by
the US-based label Nulogic Records, it included tracks "In Line" and "My Way" with strong trance
motives.  

Works of BreakZhead started dragging attention of famous DJs from all over the world, Vyacheslavs
music was frequently heard on different radio stations, like: DI.FM, iBreaks, KISS FM, Record FM,
NuSkoolBreaks Radio, NuBreaks.com and others... With steady growth of popularity his music drove
support from well-known artists of the breaks scene.  

Describing BreakZheads contemporary music is not simple  its a mixture of vivid acid UK Breaks with
high-quality melodies, which express the newest tendencies of Russian breaks producers.  

This package includes a beautiful, flowing original track from the man himself. Which includes a kick ass
vocal, dirty bassline and some phat as f**K sythns!! This has seen support from all corners of the globe
and is one of many great productions set for release this year from the young Russian. Big Support
coming from Lady Waks on this one! 

The remixes include Bristol's legendary Kingpin Head Honcho, Kraymon with an epic 9 plus minutes of
sheer Broken goodness that will have you up outta your seat and thirsty for more! The use of pure
broken beats and basslines in this track make it a must for all Breaks purists! It has also seen plays at
Glastonbury 2009 and the mighty Glade, and has support from Far Too Loud & General Midi 

Jurassik's Remix stays very true to the original but without the use of the vocal, and has a bit more a
tougher edge to it than the others. This guy is all fairly new to the production scene, but doesn't
dissapoint with this little ditty, that has received DJ support from Mr No Hands, Adrian Barrcode and
many more..... 

Not content with that, we bring you another special remix of this tune coming in the shape of Kickflip.
This takes the prize for the most funked up, dirty assed Dusted Breaks Remix yet! In true Kickflip
fashion, he teases and manipulates us with his use of the vocals and build ups and drops us into a floor
shaking bassline frenzy, that will keep ya on ya toes for the entire duration......GUARANTEED!! This has
had positive comment from pretty much every DJ/Producer and broadcaster it has reached! 

This release is available now and you can listen and purchase here 

BEATPORT 

Also available at JunoDownload, DJDownload, Trackitdown, Jamvana and many more
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